Introduction
The relational model for databases [Codd 1970 , Ullman 1979 has gained recognition as a valuable formal framework for understanding the semantics, design, and even implementation, of databases. At the heart of the research on relational databases lies the notion of data dependency. Data dependencies are domain-independent (Le., invariant under consistent renamings of domain elements) predicates on databases. Starting ,vith functional [Armstrong 1974 ] and muttivalued [Fagin 1977 ] dependencies, a dozen of different kinds of data dependencies have been proposed in the literature [Nicolas 1978 , Paradaens 1979 , Sagiv and Walecka 1979 . New, more and more general, kinds of data dependencies have been put forward in a rather arbitrary and heuristic fashion. This reflected two major frustrations of the research in this area: First, no natural, stable closure of this process was in sight. Secondly, the elegant complete axiomatizations of functional [Armstrong 1974 ] and multivalued dependencies [Beeri et ale 1977] did not appear to carry over to the more general kinds; thus the further generalizations were futile attempts at "enriching the language" enough so as to obtain a complete axiomatization.
Two important ideas that appeared to point towards a unified theory are the tableaux of [Aho et ale 1979] , and the related concept of the chase [Maier et al. 1979 ] as a proof system for data dependencies. The tableaux, however, were introduced as models of queries. They were known to be strictly more powerful than the algebraic system that motivated them, and their exact power remained a mystery. Also, the chase was applied in a rather narrow way to functional and join dependencies, as a strictly combinatorial process. No connections to the underlying algebraic system were revealed.
More recently, [Sadri and Ullman 1980] proposed a new kind of data dependencies, the template dependencies. Tem- plate dependencies generalized most known data dependencies. They are defined in terms of tableaux, and as a c0nse-quence the rules of the chase provide an adequate axiomatization for them. However, template dependencies failed to model the functional dependencies, in some sense the most natural and fundamental kind. This inadequacy dramatized the fact that equality had~n missing from most attempts at generalizing the notion of data dependencies. It was this absence of equality that caused an annoying dichotomy between the treatment of functional dependencies on the one hand, and that of multivalued dependencies and their relatives on the other.
10 this abstract we outline some new ideas and results that appear to comprise definitive positive answers to the main quests and open problems of the theory of data dependencies, as exposed above. We introduce a new kind of data dependency, the algebraic dependency. This dependency is a natural generalization of all data dependencies existing in the literature (including the functional dependencies) and is stated as an algebraic equation with operations projection and join. We achieve this unified treatment of functional dependencies with other data dependencies by considering extended relations, Le., relations with arbitrarily many copies of each column. Because of its generality and simplicity, the algebraic dependency is a stable, natural concept. We present several pieces of evidence to this effect. We show that algebraic dependencies are equivalent in expressive power to tableaux --thus solving the open problem in [Aho et ale 1979] --and to algebraic equations with equijoins --an.operator long forgotten" since (Codd 1972] . More importantly, we show that deductions of algebraic dependencies are axiomatized by an extremely simple and natural set of algebraic axioms. All past proven (or conjectured) axiomatizations of data dependencies are derived as tedious special cases from ours. To further reinforce the belief that algebraic identities are a nanual way of stating data dependencies, we show that all domain-independent predicates of finite index over databases can be expressed as algebraic idebtities, with union and difference allowed in addition to projecti(>ll and' join.~~~.
Our proof of the completeness of our .axiomatic system IS quite involved, and proceeds in several stages. It entails understanding the expressive power of tableaux, algebraic tautologies, and also an algebraic interpretation of the chase. It has some interesting side-products: For example, we exhibit two algebraic expressions which, although very different in structure, have the same tableau. We also show that the embedded join dependencies (FJD) are deductively complete, in the sense that any algorithm for testing whether a set of FJD's implies another FJD can be modified to work for general algebraic dependencies --thus theoretically justifying the apparent difficulty in obtaining such an algorithm.
It is well-known (e.g., [Nicolas, 1978] ) that data dependencies can be expressed in a fragment of first-order logic.
This fragment has equality, one relation symbol -R-of arity la(R)I, and typed variables. Independently of the authors, Fagin [Fagin 1980 ] studied a further fragment of first-order logic, which consists roughly of Hom clauses quantified in the"'l3 fashion. Fagin called this fragment of first-order logic embedded implicational dependencies, and showed that it generalizes all previously proposed kinds of data dependencies. Fagin showed that sets of embedded implicational dependencies are invariant under a version of the Cartesian product. Based on this, he went on to prove that any set of embedded implicational dependencies possesses an Armstrong relation;
that is, a universal counterexample to any non-valid implication. Fagin's proof of this result is quite complex, and invokes certain results from logic. Fagin did not provide a complete axiomatization of his class. Surprisingly, we show that the algebraic Clependencies defined in this paper coincide with the embedded implicational dependencies of Fagin. This testifies to the naturalness of our class. Furthermore, the main result of [Fagin 1980 ] -the existence of an Armstrong relation -follows very easily using our algebraic approach (see Section 6).
The remaining of this abstract is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce an axiomatic system for expression identities. In Section 3 we introduce extended relations, and prove the equivalence between project-join expressions over extended relations, project-equijoin expressions, and tableaux. In Section 4 we introduce algebraic dependencies and an axiom capturing the semantics of extended relations. We show that the axiomatic system of Section 2 together with this axiom comprise a complete· axiomatization of algebraic dependencies. This relies heavily on the results of Sections 2 and 3. In Section 5 we show constructively that algebraic .dependencies with project, join, union and set difference can express arbitrary domain-independent predicates with finite index. Finally, in Section 6 we study the relation of algebraic to embedded implicational dependencies.
Expressions over Projection and Join
A relation R is a 
We shall deal with i!xpressions over projection and join in- 
Do these .properties completely axiomatize project-join identities? The answer is "no", but for very subtle reasons. To understand why, we will have to introduce tableaux. A tableau T is a mapping from· relations to relations --a fragment of first-order logic, see [Abo et ale 1979] . Every project-join expression et> can be represented by a tableau Tet>, but not vice-versa. Now the following is trivially true
It turns out that, surprisingly, T is independent of At-AS. To see this, consider the two expressions shown in Figure 1 . These expressions have· identical tableaux, namely the one shown. However, we can show that they cannot be proven equivalent by AI-A8 alone. This anomaly has its roots at the inability of project-join expressions to represent arbitrary tableaux. The intricate combinatorics of this problem are dramatized by the following result.
Theorem 2.1 Given a tableau, it is NP-complete to decide whether it corresponds to a project-join expression. 0
Therefore the apparent difficulty in axiomatizing exPression equivalence can be viewed as a consequence of the difficulty involved in transforming an accepting non-deterministic computation to another by formal manipulations. In the next two Sections we show how to overcome this difficulty by replacing T by another, purely algebraic, axiom. This difficulty does not arise in the case of simple expressions (see [Aho et ale 1979] ). This is reflected in the following result: 
Theorem 2.2 Any valid deduction of the form

4>1(R)~4>2(R)
H A" Aj are distinct copies of the_same attributes, then the following is obvious, for all X t; a(R).
A9: 'frA,Aj(R) M 'frAf(R) = 1I'A,Af(R).
This is the multivalued form of the functional dependency Embedded join dependencies (EJD's) can be expressed as
Transitive dependencies Tr(X,Y,z) by
More importantly, if~U {a} is a set of algebraic dependencies, and furthermore~t= a (that is, all relations satisfying~must also satisfy a) then a is derivable from~by A1-9. This strongly suggests that the notion of algebraic dependency is the natural conclusion of the search for a general axiomatizable data dependency.
In order to show completeness, we first revisit the chase. In its original form [Maier et al 1979] the chase is a combinatorial search for counterexample to an implicatioñ t= u. We introduce a dual interpretation of chase as the algebraic search for a proof of the implication. Let a dependency <f>(R)~R be calledfull --as opposed to embedded. If <f>1, ... ,<f>k are full expressions, a substitution of these expressions is defined recursively as <f>j (for some 1 S j s Ie) applied to either R or another substitution. The basic idea of our dual interpretation of the chase is the following.
Lemma 4.1 Let~= {4>1~R,... ,<f>k~R} and u -4>~R be full dependencies, and suppose that~l= u. Then there is a substitution \fI of~such that et>(R)~\fI (R) is an identi-
Then, since~t= \fI(R)~R for all substitutions \fI of~, <f>(R)~R can be proved from AI-A9. Furthermore, \fI can be "read verbatim" from a successful chase. These ideas can be used to prove a much stronger result. R=R' whenever R' is a "renaming" h(R) of R, as above.
Theorem 5.1 Let P be any domain-independent predicate of finite index. Then there is an expression <f>p over project, join, union and difference such that
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is constructive, and involves the construction of expressions saying "R has Ie tuples", "R conforms to a fixed pattern" etc. The finite index assumption is necessary: We can show that there is no such construction for the following simple generalization of the functional dependency A ... B: "all values A has the same number of values of B associated to them". We leave as an open problem to characterize those domain-independent dependencies of an infinite index which --like a functional dependency --are representable by algebraic equations as above.
6 Embedded ImpUcational Dependencies . An embedded implicational dependency (EID) [Fagin 1980] is a sentence of the form Intuitively, an EID says that· if certain tuples exist in the relation R then (a) certain pairs of domain elements must be identified and (b) some more tuples must exist in R.
Theorem 6.1 Every embedded implicational dependency is an algebraic dependency and vice-versa.
Fagin defined an operation on relations over the same set of attributes as follows. Let Rt,R2,.
•. be such relations. Lemma 6.1 [Fagin 1980 ] Algebraic dependencies are faithful with respect to direct product. 0
